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PART 3
THE VALUE OF TIMING
INTRODUCTION
For those of the household of faith who recognize/discern God’s Word, no proof is necessary. But, for
those who do not believe nor want to believe God’s Word, no proof is sufficient.
In the past many years, I have worked to grasp the timing of judgment only to the end of keeping
track of just where we are as a nation and people in the fabric of this unfolding judgment. This to the
end that the household of faith be kept informed of just how deep we are in the judgment and how
much time remains to be fully prepared both spiritually and physically for what is coming.
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2 KEY FACTORS
There are two key factors that make the timing of judgment elusive and vague, these being:
1. The Church (God’s people) by and large have BOUND THE PROPHETS from knowing the
timing of judgment as they simply do not want to hear or know it. While through intensive
prayer with fasting a prophet can still overcome this BINDING and discern somewhat of the
timing of judgment it is rejected out of hand by the rebellious unbelieving brethren.
2. When the Church rejected Jesus’ Word and Jesus Himself (to say nothing of rejecting His
prophets), they have ended up loosing the execution of judgment over to the power of hell.
Demons are literally commissioned by the Church to execute judgment. This puts the actual
judgment in the hands of demons out of hell—creatures who are without mercy in how they
execute judgment. These demons will surely work to conceal what they are up to from Jesus’
prophets that the Church itself is blind-sided from knowing what is coming upon them.

UP NEXT . . .
Over the course of the many years that I have worked to understand the timing of the judgment coming
on America, many different time cycles were discovered that showed how judgments repeated in such
cycles. The judgments got stronger from cycle to cycle. GOD’S LAW governed these cycles and also the
demons in how and when they could act.
I will present the 12-Year Judgment Cycle in the next section. I will also highlight one major judgment
cycle discovered in 1998. So, read on . . .
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